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Teaching Math Virtually....
Learning math virtually can be a challenge, and teaching it can be even tougher. It's critical to
have a tool that enables math teachers of all grades to show process, to show detailed
thinking and collect that same input from students. Many of us have seen how Khan Academy
does it through recorded screens, but here are a few more options for teaching math virtually.
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Digital Whiteboard Options
Sure, you can share your screen in Zoom
and Google Meet and that helps. But
sometimes, a whiteboard is just the thing for
teaching math. Bitpaper.io is a collaborative
whiteboard that allows teachers not only to
share their annotations, but to do so in a way
that allows students to add to that, to import
images and even export a PDF of the entire
process (assessments, ya'll!). It's free for kids
to use, but there is a fee for
schools. Jamboard is another one a few of
you have suggested. It integrates with
Google Classroom seamlessly, and it's a free
app. You can check out more interactive
whiteboard apps below.
Learn More

Leveling the Playing Field in Math
Education Week is offering a free summit for
math teachers of all grade levels
on Wednesday May 20th from 1:00-

2:30pm. What's extra awesome is that they
have NINE different breakout options,
ranging from "Future-Proofing Math
Instruction: Teaching Math in Remote
Learning Environments at Every Grade
Level" to "Utilizing Math History to Embrace
Equity, Failure, and Authentic Problem
Solving" and "Math Talk: Tool for 'Productive
Struggle'." You can learn about the other
breakout options and sign up for the summit
below.
Learn More

This last little "extra" is a short and sweet video introduction to how this elementary school math
teacher uses Padlet in his class.
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